Create an environment for success

Pitney Bowes Furniture Solutions
You’ll be amazed what your people can do in the right surroundings

The latest technology alone can’t solve all your workflow and productivity challenges. For your employees to perform at peak efficiency, the workflow of their environment must be optimised—with equipment sitting at the right height and plenty of room to work and store supplies.

The full line of Pitney Bowes Furniture Solutions are designed to maximise space to streamline the workflow for all your core areas—sorting and distribution points, shipping areas and the mail center, with:

• Modularity for a cohesive look and functional flow
• Durable, safe and ergonomically sound solutions
• Customised layouts for your specific workflow needs
• Expert integration with mail center and communication management systems
• Environmentally responsible solutions
• Local Pitney Bowes sales/service support you trust

Creating the best workflow by design

The most efficient, productive workflow starts with a plan. Whether you’re looking for a single table or to design an entire space, our Furniture Solutions design team can work with your management team, facilities management, office designer and architects to create the optimal solution.

Transforming your operations

In order for your business to perform at its optimal efficiency, employees must move information quickly, easily and accurately. A Pitney Bowes Furniture Solution will put the right furniture in the right places so nothing stands in the way of your business communications flow.

All the elements of the perfect workflow solution

Ship Stations. These ergonomic solutions create the most efficient process workflow for wrapping parcels and organizing packing materials, putting packing materials and supplies within easy reach, while maximising floor space.

Lift Tables. These ergonomic solutions can be adapted to hold equipment or sort modules, or as a workspace for specific tasks, putting equipment at the perfect height for each worker.

Modular Tables. Our Storage, Basic and Utility Tables can work independently or together in an overall flow. With a shell, sliding doors, lock and key Storage Tables combine strength and durability with storage space and versatility.

Risers and Sorters. To maximise space for mail and communications distribution, use Sorters on Risers to create free space on the table surface for machines, work space and packaging materials. Their unique steel, 4-sided skirt allows each to fit securely on the other.

Accessories. We also offer numerous accessories that enhance any solution including table casters for easy movement and tackboards for pinning notes. Ask for our full Furniture Solutions Catalog to see the full range of options available.

Our green promise to you

At Pitney Bowes, we are committed to protecting the environment. Pitney Bowes Furniture Solutions products are manufactured in a Canadian facility that operates under Bullfrog Power, a leading provider of 100% Green Electricity. Furniture Solutions are also GREENGUARD® certified by the Indoor Air Quality Certification Program for Low-Emitting Products, and may contribute up to 3 points towards LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design.)

Standard colors and special order

Our standard furniture is painted in metallic silver and finished with a black laminate top. Additional colors are available to match your existing scheme or new plan. Special Order Furniture is also available to meet your custom needs. Please inquire with your Sales Representative.
Furniture solutions built to the most exacting specifications
All Pitney Bowes Furniture Solutions are uniquely designed and manufactured to provide the stability and durability you count on. With each design, our team will provide each component’s exact specifications, including dimensions, weight capacities, colors and manufacturing materials.
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Every connection is a new opportunity™